Penguin, 24 August 2020
Namasté,
A short update from our School Rise Hostel in Nepal. In this newsletter we have included a
handwritten letter from one of our sponsor children named Himali.
While we had Arctic weather conditions in Tassi, Nepal had some torrential rain over the last couple
of weeks. The mountain regions are facing tremendous landslides. The Dhakal Family who live in a
lower plateaued region had to cope with flooded streets and land. Unfortunately, Thakur’s last
month proudly presented veggie patch did not thrive in these challenging conditions.
The children are safe, happy and comfortable. The warm
atmosphere in the hostel gives them a daily structure, with
school lessons, play, music and a certain cosiness. Due to
the ongoing pandemic the children now also have access to
online learning. On top of that, Thakur and Sharada teach
them daily in their organised classroom. The hostel children
are hoping to go back to school next month.
We are tremendously grateful for your support and generosity because it has enabled us to deliver
food to many underprivileged families over the last few months. Due to the pandemic, which is still
spreading and the poor weather conditions, it is essential to keep supporting these families.
However, because of another lockdown we are currently (this week and next week) not able to do
deliveries and are looking at alternatives to reach these people. We will make sure all donations will
be spent on basic needs for the local community. We will try to keep you updated as soon as there
are changes to this situation. Please feel free to ask us any questions by sending us an email or giving
us a phone call.
A tribute to these heroes.
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Thank you kindly,
Sarvin & Wiebren
School Rise

_________________________________________________________________________________
For $30, we can support a family with food and drinking water for at least 2 weeks. We are aiming to support 20 families.
Your contribution is warm heartedly welcome. Each dollar will directly be spent on food for the affected families.
------------------------------------------------------------------Our ANZ bank details:
School Rise
BSB: 017-500
Acc: 2946-66878
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